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A VERY  SLOWLY  CONVERGENT

SEQUENCE  OF  CONTINUOUS  FUNCTIONS

WALTER  RUDIN1

Abstract. A sequence of continuous functions/"„ : [0, l]->-(0, 1]

is constructed, with limn_»oo/„(x)=0 for every xe [0, 1], but such

that to every unbounded sequence {A„} of positive numbers corre-

sponds a point x6 [0, 1] at which lim supn-^oo KfÂx) = <x>.

This may be surprising since the sequence {/„} is completely determined

by its values on a countable dense set, and since to every countable

collection {St} of numerical sequences that tend to 0 there corresponds a

sequence T, with T(n)->co, such that lim^.,^ T(n)Si{n)=Ç) for all ;'.

Each x e K (the Cantor set) has a unique representation

00

x = 2 3"X(x)

where an(x) is 0 or 2. Define functions gn e C(K) by

gn(x) = a^x) H-h an(x)   if an{x) = 2,

gn(x) = 2n-l ifan(x) = Q.

If x e K is fixed, then {gn(x)} is a sequence of positive integers in which

none occurs twice; thus gri(x)->-oo as n->-oo. If <5„>0 and lim inf ôn=0,

there exist integers 1<«1<«2< " ' ' such that r2 ôn <1 (r=\, 2, 3, • ■ •).

Choose x e K, corresponding to {ôn}, by specifying that an (x)=2 for all

r, and that an(x)=0 otherwise. Then ôn gn (x)=2rôn <2/r so that

liminfdng„(X)=0.

To complete the construction, putfn(x)=llgn(x) if x e K, and define

f„ on the rest of [0, 1] by linear interpolation.

Remark 1. These /„ are piecewise linear. There are polynomials Pn

such that fn<Pn<2fn. This yields a sequence of polynomials with the

properties stated in the Abstract.

Remark 2. On the other hand, if X is compact,/„:^-»-(0, oo) is con-

tinuous, and lim/„(X) = 0 for every x e X, then there does exist {Xn} such
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that A„->oo and lim inf,,^ Xnfn(x)=0 for every x e X. To see this, put

hn = min(/ ,•••,/„),        mn = max hn (x),        An - 1/V»V
a:

Since hn(x)->-0 monotonically and X is compact, m„->-0. To each x E X

corresponds a sequence {«J, «¿->-oo, such that /„ (x)=hn (x). For this

hJnS*) = KhnP^ = V"«* ~* °      aS ' ~* G°-
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